
TEN WAYS TO WRITE A BETTER GRANT

How to write a grant proposal that has the best chance of getting approved.

Show the impact. Use jargon. Instead, it is something more intangible but that carries value for the person
putting up the funds. Forbes Nonprofit Council members share their top grant-writing tip. Look for key
phrases and try to integrate these into the text of your proposal. Do copyediting for other grant writers You can
learn a lot by reading grant applications written by other grant writers and editing their content. Get to the
heart of it. Should you not receive the grant award, request a meeting or conference call for clarity and
direction. See how well your idea lines up with what has been funded in the past. Write your grant application
clearly and boldly. Grant writing is not a one-day process. Requesting more information or briefly discussing
your proposal are good reasons to make contact, but never contact the grant officer simply to make an
impression. Many grants are only for certain stages of graduate study coursework, language study,
pre-doctoral, dissertation research, dissertation completion, etc. The sky is your only limit! Have I followed all
the requirements for the placement of charts, tables and citations? Share to facebook Share to twitter Share to
linkedin Most nonprofit organizations have two primary sources of funding: donations and grants. Check out
these national conference possibilities and see what looks interesting to you:. Cast your net wide and start
giving back to the community where you live. Communicate clearly and precisely about the what, where, how,
when and why of your research. Maybe you only work with government grant-writing projects or exclusively
write corporate grants. Failing that, ask for their advice on your draft and the application process in general.
The Big Picture: Your grant writing style should be clear and bold. Not only can this help guide your process
as you write, the payoff can also be significant. By using strong, effective language, incorporating supportive
data, and providing a personal story or two, your entire application can reinforce the value of your proposition
and intentions for the grant funding. Be Your Best Example Grant writing is not only about what you apply
for. Use boldface and italics to delineate section headings and make key terms stand out.


